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BFOODFREE /THE SAMYAMA GUIDE SHEET  
 GETTING OFF TO A GREAT START IN NIRAHARA 

 
Nirahara Samyama means to explore and discover your body’s possibilities 
without having any external input like food or water .Your body is the miniature of the 
Cosmos, with all possible intelligence in it. If a fish can swim, you can swim, if a bird 
can fly, you can fly. Food is emotional. When you try to liberate from food and the 
patterns created by food, first thing will happen to you is – those unnecessary 
sentiments, emotions associated with food will break. So the reasonless excitement, a 
kind of subtle joy, will be constantly happening in your system. It is not just an 
extraordinary power, it is getting into a new Consciousness. When you are free from 
the patterns of food, such new Consciousness will be awakened. Welcome to the 
BFoodFree world of NITHYANANDA’S NIRAHARIS J . The following will guide you with 
THE Samyama: 
Prerequisites for The Samyama: 

• The Participant for The samyama (NS level4) must have completed Nirahara 
Samyama levels 1,2 and 3 officially with integrity and authenticity at least 
once 

• Mandatory pre and commitment for post samyama medical reports must be 
submitted to programs at IA location along with registration( you will not be 
allowed to do The samyama without medical report) 

 
1. First instruction in  THE Samyama is ,you do not control your hunger or thirst by your 

will power. In this whole process if your ‘will’ comes inside, it will replace food. You 
will not be successful in your ‘Niraharatva’ (the truth of being food free). If you try 
to control by will,  then instead of conquering food pattern, you will create one 
more pattern of trying to control through ‘will’, which is not good.  

2. Consume Thin liquids .During The Samyama, please ensure you are  consuming 
only thin diluted liquids.  Juice, soups, butter milk.  

3. Keep the tummy full to bursting point each time. The thin liquids are designed to 
help keep your tummy full. Keep a bottle with you and sip through out the day.  
This is important since the tummy has the tendency to produce mild ulcers and 
keeping the tummy filled will keep it cool. Practice this rule even if you don’t feel 
full with energy and do not feel the need to consume liquids. This will help you 
eventually transition to the state of being healthy on just 1 glass of water a day.  

4. Don’t run after taste! Stick with the drinks provided during the program. Don’t try 
to add extra jaggery syrup or food items from the regular food counters to make 
your drinks more palatable. Nirahara is a process that will take you beyond taste 
so don’t listen to the demands  of your tongue. If you are making your own drinks, 
stick to diluted versions of the following : orange juice,  butter milk, watermelon 
juice,  clear soups. Don’t run after exotic recipies. 

5. Understand you are not drinking for nutrition. Your only nutrition during Nirahara 
processes is “prana” the life force energy. So don’t get in the mode of thinking 
you will get vitamin c from orange juice etc. You will not need any of it. Your 
liquids are only to keep your body free from body heat at the initial stage. 

6. Do Enema twice a day to keep the body clean and cool. Once , early in the 
morning before yoga and once at night before sleep. Best way to practice is to 
lie on your side while administering the enema. 

7. Keep the eyes cool and free from dryness that usually builds with body heat by 
washing your eyes with the eye cups twice a day.  

8. Clear your airways :You can do the nose wash with the nethi pot and slightly 
salted water upto two times a day. This will clear you airways and make your 
breathing deeper and thus your Prana intake will be higher. 

9. For immediate  cool down do the Sheethali pranayama. Stick out your tongue roll 
it like a tube and inhale through it ,close your mouth and exhale through the 
nose. 
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10. Consume Haritaki powder,  1 tablespoon at night before you sleep. 
Haritaki is a mild laxative and is amazing in keeping your Gastrointestinal 
tract clean and ulcer free. It also helps increase oxygen in the blood. 

11. Do completions with food . Do completions with certain food items that 
you think have power over you. Nirahara should feel effortless .  

12. Do your Ananda Gandha Meditation daily for atleast 21 minutes. It is phenomenal 
to help you unclutch and build deep feeling connection with the Master. Sit on a 
mat with your legs crossed comfortably- Siddhasana is prefered, keep your hands 
locked in Samana mudra ( link your fingers together  with the right thumb laying 
over the left thumb) , close your eyes and envision the Master’s smiling face in the 
region of  your Ananda Gandha. Immediately you will go beyond the master’s 
image, simply tell yourself to be in that space,  you will be unclutched in Ananda 
Gandha!  

13. Practice Ajapa Jappa “en-chanting” .Niraharis should keep up the ajjapa jappa 
of the Gurumantra “ Om Hreem Nithyanandaya Namah”. The Master has 
programmed Nirahara and THE Samyama  Initiations to work in us with the help of 
the Gurumantra.  The chant will become a part of you . Just visualize the chant 
going around your throat . You will see the energy floods to your tummy region.  

14. WORK WORK WORK .Niraharis should always be engaged in work! It could be 
spirutual feats, volunteering, cooking for others!  

15. Practice GURUPOOJA daily. Don’t ever loose sight of the fact that living in 
Nirahara happens as an after effect of initiation from the Master and as a result of 
deep feeling connection and trust you enjoy with the Master. So do your 
“gurupooja” sincerely each day and feed your senses with the Master’s wisdom 
during the morning en-satsang. Nirahara is a spiritual lifestyle that you will have to 
constantly build on – it is not magic. 

16. SUPPORT YOUR PRANA! It not enough to just think you live on prana! You have to 
know how to support it.Not putting in that effort is what makes you feel you may 
not be a successful Nirahari. The Master says “Support  your Praana consciously. 
Constantly try to establish yourself in these three – Enchanting; Feeling 
connection; Unclutching! Constantly! Whole day your body should be working. 
But along with your activity establish yourself into these three. Whole day, the 
moment you wake up, start the Ajapa-Japa. Ajapa–Japa starts and then feeling 
connection, with a deep prayerful mood; Unclutching. The Feeling connection is 
the bridge between Unclutching and Ajapa-Japa.  

17. Have a Nirahari buddy/mitra! Sometimes we need someone to help us remain 
motivated and on track. Have a fellow Nirahari as a buddy so you can reach out 
to him or her and voice the issues you are facing. 

18. The Master says the ultimate pranayama is to take a deep breath – so deep ur 
inhalation should be felt till your knees. Hold – exhale slowly-Hold and again 
repeat the process 11 times. This is the ultimate pranyama. 

19. The Samyama is invariably offered  only with Inner Awakening ,hence there will be 
no separate process, whatever Swamiji offers instructs, initiates blesses is final. 

20. Nirahara processes will constantly burn you with the fire of Authenticity, Integrity, 
Responsibility and Enriching . Use this to burn your patterns. Constantly look in and 
seek to complete with the patterns that come up to the surface during The 
Samyama. 

21. Nirahara processes are designed to naturally keep you at high levels of energy 
without food. If you ever feel hungry or tired you have to break the samyama and 
eat.  

22. Trust the Master’s all pervading presence. The Master is beyond time, place and 
distance. When you feel connected with him through the ajapa jappa, you will 
be FED! Energy will flood into you.  
 

23. Do all Yoga offered during the 21 days program sincerely and rigorously without 
room for thams-laziness 
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24. Mandatory Medical tests required for The Samyama before and after The 

samyama: 
 

List of Medical Tests for THE SAMYAMA: 
Pre-Requisites: 12 Hours fasting before going for test 
(I) Blood : 
Complete Haemogram/CBC 
ESR 
Peripheral Smear 
FBS 
PPBS 
Urea 
Creatinine 
Lipid Profile 
Liver Function Tests 
T3, T4, TSH 
Iron Level 
TIBC (total Iron binding capacity) 
Ferritin Level 
Vitamin D3 Level 
Vitamin B12 Level 
Folate Level 
(II) Urine - Protein, Sugar, Microscopy 
(III) ECG 
(IV) Ultrasonography – Abdomen 
 
More Videos on The samyama: www.bfoodfree.org 
THE SAMYAMA SRIPRIYAN : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pkMehF_OKCo 
 
FORM FOR INTENTION/REGISTRATION 
 
http://goo.gl/forms/54o1d4YX1k 
 


